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Susan Loomis arrived in Paris twenty years ago with little more than a student loan and the
contents of a suitcase to sustain her. But whatbegan then as an apprenticeship at La Varenne
École de Cuisine evolved into a lifelong immersion in French cuisine and culture, culminating in
permanent residency in 1994. On Rue Tatin chronicles her journey to an ancient little street in
Louviers, one of Normandy’s most picturesque towns.With lyrical prose and wry candor,
Loomis recalls the miraculous restoration that she and her husband performed on the
dilapidated convent they chose for their new residence. As its ochre and azure floor tiles
emerged, challenges outside the dwelling mounted. From squatters to a surly priest next door,
along with a close-knit community wary of outsiders, Loomis tackled the social challenges
head-on, through persistent dialogue–and baking.On Rue Tatin includes delicious recipes that
evoke the essence of this region, such as Apple and Thyme Tart, Duck Breast with Cider, and
Braised Chicken in White Wine and Mustard. Transporting readers to a world where tradition is
cherished, On Rue Tatin provides a touching glimpse of the camaraderie, exquisite food, and
simple pleasures of daily life in a truly glorious corner of Normandy.

It has been said that food defines a culture. For the French, food is an integral part of their
coveted tradition, and Susan Herrmann Loomis's new book On Rue Tatin embraces both. As a
young, recent American college graduate, Loomis left the U.S. for France to attend one of the
oldest French cooking schools, La Varenne. Her intent was to immerse herself in French
cooking with the aspiration of becoming a food critic. Working as the French equivalent of an
apprentice, she quickly became intimate with the ways and traditions that define the French
culture, specifically its cuisine. On Rue Tatin ("On Tatin Street") is a descriptive narrative of
Loomis's first several years in France, her encounters with the local people, and the bonds she
formed, as well as recipes she gathered during her time there.Following her formal culinary
training, Loomis returned to the U.S. and met the man who would become her husband. After
the couple's first son turned 2, they moved to France where Loomis was determined to launch
her writing career focusing on unique aspects of French farming cuisine. She and her husband
eventually purchased an old monastery in Louviers in the Normandy region of France. One of
the more humorous and memorable stories she shares concerns the landlord of the small
rental that they occupied for a year while her husband remodeled the monastery to livable
conditions. During that year, the wife of the landlord believed them to be CIA agents and chose
to keep a cold distance from the family. Meanwhile the French police suspected them of
dealing drugs.Every recipe featured throughout this memoir comes with an interesting,
anecdotal story, and is very much representative of traditional French cuisine. Gateau au
Chocolat de Mamy (or Mamy Jacqueline's Chocolate Cake) is a dense, almost death-by-
chocolate confection, but served alone or with a fresh fruit coulis, it will bring a smile, as will the
sweet explanation of its origin.Loomis describes experiences and people with much detail,
sometimes several times over, and her prose allows the reader to imagine the tempting smells
and vivid colors of the countryside. You may find yourself wishing to see pictures of Loomis's
home and the quaint village where she lived, but perhaps that was Loomis's intent--she wants
to tempt and challenge you to experience the beauty and foods of Louviers and the Normandy
region for yourself. --Teresa Simanton--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition
of this title.From Publishers WeeklyLoomis, an American chef and author of Farmhouse



Cookbook and The Great American Seafood Cookbook, enthusiastically recounts every
aspect, both intriguing and mundane, of her immersion into the cuisine and lifestyle of northern
France. She moved to Paris in 1980 to study cooking and, after a rough start, found her place
as a weekend visitor at one family's home in Normandy. After cooking school, she went back to
the States, returning to France frequently to visit friends. It wasn't long before she became
addicted to Normandy's fresh ingredients goose, garlic, rabbit, wild mushrooms and rich
gastronomy, and found herself longing to live there. In 1994, Loomis and her husband moved
to the region and bought a dilapidated convent in the small town of Louviers. Her tales of
adventures in restoration and run-ins with locals (e.g., the crotchety priest next door, the
incorrigibly gregarious rug salesman) are funny, but certainly familiar, especially given that
many recent books have told similar stories about ambitious expatriates' forays into rural
European life. The cookbook/travelogue/memoir hybrid has become an overcrowded genre,
and Loomis's doesn't distinguish itself. Nevertheless, few food writers have depicted Normandy
so attentively, and Loomis has compiled an impressive collection of savory recipes that evoke
the region's best, including Civet D'Agneau (Hearty Lamb Stew) and Roti de Cuisse de
Sanglier (Roasted Leg of Wild Boar). Furthermore, classic Gallic personalities are accurately
and engagingly rendered, making this more than just a culinary memoir. (Apr.)Forecast: This
work targets Francophilic gastronomes, but probably won't break out of that niche.
Nonetheless, the success of Loomis's cookbooks should help boost this title's sales.Copyright
2001 Cahners Business Information, Inc.--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable
edition of this title.From Library JournalHere are two culinary memoirs by American women
now living in France. The similarities end there, as one author went to France for the food and
stayed for the life that grew up around her, while the other moved to France for its own sake
and realized that she'd better learn to cook once she became engaged to a Frenchman. In On
Rue Tatin, Loomis, a food writer and an accomplished cook, recalls her initial journey to Paris
to attend cooking school. Her apprenticeship at La Varenne cole de Cuisine led to a job as an
assistant to food writer Patricia Wells and a lifelong fascination with French cooking and
culture. Eventually, in 1994, she and her family permanently settled in a medieval convent on
Rue Tatin in the Norman town of Louviers. Interspersed with her lyrical descriptions of daily life
in urban and rural France are 50 recipes from a simple frittata to a complex pot au feu culled
from both famous chefs and the local fish seller. The author prepares most of the dishes in her
own home, and American readers should be able to do the same in a well-equipped kitchen
though they may have trouble finding a leg of wild boar at their local supermarket. In French
Fried, Rochefort (French Toast) writes about how her obsession with French food became a
personal one when her French husband-to-be announced that they could not afford to keep
eating in restaurants for the rest of their lives. There are a few recipes, most of them for
"basics" such as vinaigrette or homemade mayonnaise. More of a general commentary on life
in France as seen through its cuisine (one helpful tip for tourists: don't go into a restaurant and
order only a salad or a sandwich because this is something you do in a caf ; restaurants are for
meals), French Fried is the book to purchase if your patrons are looking for an informal travel
guide. Buy both books if you are able; and if you regularly answer reference questions about
the cooking of wild boar, you'll definitely need On Rue Tatin. Wendy Bethel, Southwest P.L.,
Grove City, OHCopyright 2001 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an out of
print or unavailable edition of this title.From BooklistLike many Americans, Loomis found
herself attracted to France initially by its food. Then she bought a house in Louviers, in
Normandy, and she began to appreciate the folkways of the natives in a new way. Avoiding the
temptation to recount the details of house renovation as other writers have already done,



Loomis writes affectionately of the people who surround her. Although the florists across the
street initially resented that the Loomises' restoration of an old house took away their
accustomed storage area, a gift of dinner rolls eventually won their respect. But no amount of
good will or gifts could break the antipathy of the local priest, whose comfortable habits the
American family disrupted. Loomis elucidates the nature of schooling in France through the
experiences of her son. An unexpected but deeply welcome pregnancy introduces her to
French legal and custom's solicitude and generous material provision for newborns and their
mothers. Loomis makes one grateful for decent, inexpensive, readily available American
stoves. Recipes enliven the text, and most can be easily reproduced in American kitchens.
Mark KnoblauchCopyright © American Library Association. All rights reserved --This text refers
to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.Review"Where many American writers
merely love France, Susan Loomis knows it: its smells and people and manners . . . she is as
natural a writer as she is a chef."–Adam Gopnik, author of Paris to the Moon"Susan Loomis
has written a radiant love letter to France–particularly Normandy–its countryside, food,
markets, and people. Buy it and settle down for good reading and an occasional sortie into the
kitchen."–Barbara Kafka, author of Soup: A Way of Life"Susan Loomis shares with us her rich
family life, a world of amazing French friendships, and proves, most of all, that each and every
dream CAN come true!"–Patricia Wells, author of Patricia Wells at Home in ProvenceFrom the
Trade Paperback edition.From the Inside Flaparrived in Paris twenty years ago with little more
than a student loan and the contents of a suitcase to sustain her. But what began then as an
apprenticeship at La Varenne Ecole de Cuisine evolved into a lifelong immersion in French
cuisine and culture, culminating in permanent residency in 1994. On Rue Tatin chronicles her
journey to an ancient little street in Louviers, one of Normandy’s most picturesque towns.With
lyrical prose and wry candor, Loomis recalls the miraculous restoration that she and her
husband performed on the dilapidated convent they chose for their new residence. As its ochre
and azure floor tiles emerged, challenges outside the dwelling mounted. From squatters to a
surly priest next door, along with a close-knit community wary of outsiders, Loomis tackled the
social challenges head-on, through persistent dialogue—and baking.As fresh ingredients
abound in this rural haven, along with a reverence for the kitchen, On Rue T --This text refers
to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.From the Back CoverAdvance praise for On
Rue Tatin:"Where many American writers merely love France, Susan Loomis knows it: its
smells and people and manners. Her cookbooks have always been especially well-written, and,
in On Rue Tatin, her first book where there is more writing than cooking, she shows that she is
as natural a writer as she is a chef." --Adam Gopnik, author of Paris to the Moon"Susan
Loomis's homey French kitchen is one of my favorite places in the whole wide world. If you love
food, love France, and dream about living there, you must read On Rue Tatin."--Barbara Tropp,
author of China Moon"When Susan Loomis went to France 20 years ago she was impressed,
just as I was, with the beauty and aliveness of French food. What a pleasure to be seduced
with her delightful stories and taken into a kitchen filled with the irresistible tastes and aromas
of Normandy."--Alice Waters, author of Chez Panisse Cafe Cookbook"Susan's charming tale of
living and working in France is just like her recipes: delicious, sometimes surprising, and
always satisfying." --Johanne Killeen and George Germon, authors of Cucina Simpatica:
Robust Trattoria Cooking"In this, her most personal book, Susan Loomis shares with us her
rich family life, a world of amazing French friendships, and proves, most of all, that each and
every dream CAN come true!" --Patricia Wells, author of Patricia Wells at Home in
Provence"Susan Loomis has written a radiant love letter to France-particularly Normandy-its
countryside, food, markets, and people. Buy it and settle down for good reading and an



occasional sortie into the kitchen." --Barbara Kafka, author of Soup: A Way of Life--This text
refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.About the AuthorSusan Herrmann
Loomis is the author of five previous books, including Farmhouse Cookbookand The Great
American Seafood Cookbook. A regular contributor to publications such as the New York
Times and Gourmet, she lives with her husband and their two children in Louviers, France,
where she owns and operates On Rue Tatin, a cooking school. --This text refers to an out of
print or unavailable edition of this title.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights
reserved.The story of our adventure, our move to Rue Tatin, began some thirteen years earlier,
when I first went to live in Paris. Of course back then I had no idea that I would fall hopelessly
in love with Michael Loomis, and then with France. Nor did I ever imagine longing so heartily for
the French countryside, the French language, the thousands of things that make French life
what it is, from dozens of varieties of bottled water to the sweet cream butter. There wasn’t any
way to know then how deeply and irreversibly seduced I would be by the markets, the
restaurants, the French lifestyle that takes its cue from the meal and the table.The suitcase
was big, and it was heavy. It had everything I thought I would need for a year in Paris, including
a little wire contraption that worked on 220 current and would boil water instantly, my favorite
earthenware Melitta coffee maker, and a Le Petit Robert Dictionnaire de la Langue Française
French dictionary, the best I could find.After months of planning, applying for and getting a
student loan, packing, and moving, I was finally in Paris for a year’s experience as a stagiaire,
or apprentice, at a cooking school for English-speaking students. It sounded like a dream–
working all day at the school, taking cooking classes at night with French chefs, and living in
Paris to boot. I was beside myself with excitement. And fear. I didn’t know a soul. I’d only been
to Paris once before, for a short week when I was barely twenty. I’d studied French for years in
school but had never really spoken it.Already concerned about just how I was going to make
the $2500 loan I’d gotten stretch for a year, I decided on arrival to take the metro rather than a
cab from the airport to the city. That meant heaving the suitcase up and down stairs, through
archaic turnstiles (all of which have been modernized since to accommodate luggage), in and
out of metro cars. It was several very rough hours before I arrived at the apartment where I was
to stay with a young woman who had just started working at the cooking school and had
offered me her spare bedroom. The apartment was in the ninth arrondissement, not far from
Montmartre. I would stay there just long enough to find a place of my own.No one was at the
apartment and I was in a hurry. I dropped my bags, took a deep breath, and immediately ran
back out the door to renegotiate the metro and report for work.The apprenticeship was set out
in six-week stages, the first of which was that of school receptionist, which meant sitting behind
a desk, answering the phone, greeting visitors, and dealing with mounds of paperwork. My
ideas of a romantic, food-filled year hadn’t included such stultifying work; the only thing that
kept me going was peeking at the cooking classes going on in the adjacent room, and knowing
that two nights a week I would join the other stagiaires for cooking classes.I could hardly wait
for the first class. When my workday was finished and the door to the street locked, I followed
the other stagiaires to the kitchen. They explained the system to me, which sounded too good
to be true. There was a list of perhaps a hundred required recipes to work through during the
year, calculated to teach the basics of classic French cuisine, and to prepare us for the year-
end exam. All we had to do before each class was to choose the recipes we wanted to work
on, in a certain order which went from simple to complex. All of the ingredients would be
ordered so that on the night of the class we had simply to run downstairs to the cave, or cellar,
where they were kept, and bring them upstairs. We paired up to work, and kept the same
partners throughout the year, to the extent everyone’s staggered schedule would allow.Once I



had traded my phone and typewriter for a chef’s knife and covered my street clothes with a
long white apron, I was in heaven. Hours to cook, good company to cook with, fabulous
ingredients. Never had I imagined produce so gorgeous, so intense in both appearance and
flavor. Though my culinary education was relatively broad, from living in England and Germany
while growing up, and from having a mother who was endlessly creative in the kitchen and
rarely made the same dish twice, it was not sophisticated.My personal interest in cooking had
come rather late in life. It wasn’t until I was in my last year of high school when both of my
sisters, who seemed to spend hours in the kitchen baking cookies, were out of the house that I
realized I had a passion for cooking. That year and all through college I cooked whenever I had
free time. When I wasn’t cooking I was reading about it, planning my next meal, designing my
next dinner party. After earning a degree in communications and working at newspapers and in
public relations, it dawned on me I could incorporate food into my professional life, which is
what had led me to La Varenne. I wanted to be a food writer, but first I had to learn how to
cook.So here I was in 1980 in a two-hundred-year-old building in Paris, near the Place des
Invalides, basking in the world’s best butter, the fattest, most pungent pink garlic, spinach
whose leaves were so firm and meaty they stood up on the table instead of lying flat; brown
eggs whose yellow yolks tasted as rich as they looked. I thought I knew good apples, fragrant
strawberries, juicy pears. But never had I tasted the likes of the fraises des bois I had on a tart
at La Varenne, and the pears I sniffed made me want to fold them into cakes, slather them with
chocolate, poach them in fragrant herbs and spices.The food was so whole. Chickens came
with head, feet, and pin feathers, and so did the pigeons and quail; the fish looked at me with
big, dreamy eyes as I took them from the cooler, the lettuce still had soil clinging to it.Once my
onerous receptionist stint was finished I moved on to washing dishes at cooking
demonstrations, a job I much preferred. At least I was in contact with food. I lived in a blessed
cloud of ecstasy about the food, the flavors, the techniques I was learning. I jumped at the
chance to run errands to the market, the cheese shop, the bakery. When I wasn’t at La
Varenne I took jobs cooking for embassy families, catering bar mitzvahs, making canapés for
special occasions. Anything to be with food. Whenever I could I went to spend a day at a
bakery or pâtisserie, often getting up at 1 a.m. and arriving when the baker did, so I missed
nothing and could still get to work on time.The chefs on duty with us for our evening classes–all
of them terribly handsome in their crisp whites and with their Gallic attitudes–would yell,
scream, cajole, flirt, pinch, and generally try to pummel us into cooks of some merit. After
several hours of cooking we would sit down late in the evening to sample and critique our
creations. I always raced through whatever my required dish or dishes were so that I could
jump ahead and make something else from the list, usually in the dessert category. I always
toyed with these extra recipes, embellishing and transforming them by adding ground walnuts
to a gâteau breton, for instance, and pâté sablé to a chocolate charlotte. It was more fun than I
could have imagined.Being a stagiaire at La Varenne was a unique experience, not always
easy, but invaluable, a sort of boot camp for cooks. All those long days doing the bidding of the
chefs, the hours in the basement peeling garlic for a cooking demonstration, or in the office
writing or rewriting something for one of the school’s books that were produced there were
ideal training for the life of a freelance food writer.I had expected, while doing my
apprenticeship, to travel on weekends. Before arriving in France, I’d joined an organization
called SERVAS, which is set up to further international goodwill by supplying travelers with
names of host families in countries where they want to visit. The idea is that the traveler stays
with the host family free of charge for up to three days and must, in exchange, be willing to
participate in whatever the family is doing, be it harvesting grapes, taking care of children, or



touring the countryside.I looked through my list and found a family that wasn’t too far out of
Paris and called to see if I could come out the following weekend. They were busy but their
daughter, who lived nearby, said a visit would be just fine. Early Saturday morning I climbed on
a train at Gare St. Lazare and was on my way to my first weekend in the French
countryside.When I arrived at the train station in Normandy I was met by a tall, thin, harried-
looking woman who drove me to her large stone house. We entered a huge courtyard with its
sculpted privets and riotous dahlias and I saw the image of all I love in France. Solid and
square with graceful proportions, it was a maison bourgeoise, its façade a parade of tall
windows each hung with a different antique lace curtain. Geraniums and pansies spilled out of
window boxes, an antique bicycle leaned against the wall, the wicker basket on its back fender
overflowing with petunias.She said something to me I didn’t understand, pointed to her three
chubby, gorgeous golden-haired children, and took off in the car. I was alone and the children
immediately started fighting. I searched frantically for words like “be quiet” and “go to your
room” but of course, nothing came out. I finally yelled “Arrêt.” They stopped, looked at me with
their big, wide eyes, and all started to giggle and point their fingers. I searched in the
cupboards looking for something to give them to eat and found only one box of organic biscuits
(I now remembered that the description of this family included “vegetarian”). What else had it
included, I wondered, as I chased the children through the freezing, massive, stone-floored
house.My hostess finally returned, fed the children giving each a heaping plate of steaming
noodles w... --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.Read more
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The Beauty Around Us14. Paris15. Early Morning Swim16. Too Good to Be TrueRecipe
IndexAbout the AuthorAlso by Susan Herrmann LoomisCopyright PageI dedicate this book first
and foremost to my partner in life, Michael, and to our two wonderful, humorous, and, above
all, adaptable children, Joe and Fiona.I also dedicate this book to Louviers and its inhabitants,
for making room for us.AcknowledgmentsBefore I thank anyone I must turn to Edith and
Bernard Leroy, friends who are like family, for their part in the adventure we call our life.Thank
you to our dear friends Christian and Nadine Devisme, Patrick Merlin, Bernadette Brière,
Chantal and Michel Amsalem, Babette and Jean-Lou Dewaele, Marie Odile and Marie Claire
Bunel, André Taverne, Brigitte Tois, Dalila and Sala Boufercha, the staff at Chez Clet and La
Maison des Simples, Monsieur et Madame Richard, and all the others in Louviers who make it
the special place that it is.Thank you, too, to Patricia and Walter Wells and to Martha Rose
Shulman for friendship, spice grinders, and more! And thank you to Marion Pruett for her
careful testing of the recipes in the U.S., and to Kurt for helping out!I cannot thank Angela
Miller, my agent, enough for her support, generosity, and keen sense; my once-upon-a-time
editor, Harriet Bell; and my current and very much appreciated editor, Jennifer Josephy, who
goes right to the heart of things. Thank you to everyone at Broadway Books, including Anne
Resnik, for making the process so pleasant. And finally, thank you to my editor at
epicurious.com, Betsy Beckman, for her excellent editing, encouragement, and enlightened
nature.ONE The BeginningTHE STORY OF OUR ADVENTURE, our move to Rue
Tatin, began some thirteen years earlier, when I first went to live in Paris. Of course back then I
had no idea that I would fall hopelessly in love with Michael Loomis, and then with France. Nor
did I ever imagine longing so heartily for the French countryside, the French language, the
thousands of things that make French life what it is, from dozens of varieties of bottled water to
the sweet cream butter. There wasn’t any way to know then how deeply and irreversibly
seduced I would be by the markets, the restaurants, the French lifestyle that takes its cue from
the meal and the table. THE SUITCASE WAS BIG, and it was heavy. It had everything I
thought I would need for a year in Paris, including a little wire contraption that worked on 220
current and would boil water instantly, my favorite earthenware Melitta coffee maker, and a Le
Petit Robert Dictionnaire de la Langue Française French dictionary, the best I could find.
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Maison des Simples, Monsieur et Madame Richard, and all the others in Louviers who make it
the special place that it is.Thank you, too, to Patricia and Walter Wells and to Martha Rose
Shulman for friendship, spice grinders, and more! And thank you to Marion Pruett for her
careful testing of the recipes in the U.S., and to Kurt for helping out!I cannot thank Angela
Miller, my agent, enough for her support, generosity, and keen sense; my once-upon-a-time
editor, Harriet Bell; and my current and very much appreciated editor, Jennifer Josephy, who
goes right to the heart of things. Thank you to everyone at Broadway Books, including Anne
Resnik, for making the process so pleasant. And finally, thank you to my editor at
epicurious.com, Betsy Beckman, for her excellent editing, encouragement, and enlightened
nature.ONE The BeginningTHE STORY OF OUR ADVENTURE, our move to Rue
Tatin, began some thirteen years earlier, when I first went to live in Paris. Of course back then I
had no idea that I would fall hopelessly in love with Michael Loomis, and then with France. Nor
did I ever imagine longing so heartily for the French countryside, the French language, the
thousands of things that make French life what it is, from dozens of varieties of bottled water to
the sweet cream butter. There wasn’t any way to know then how deeply and irreversibly
seduced I would be by the markets, the restaurants, the French lifestyle that takes its cue from
the meal and the table. THE SUITCASE WAS BIG, and it was heavy. It had everything I
thought I would need for a year in Paris, including a little wire contraption that worked on 220
current and would boil water instantly, my favorite earthenware Melitta coffee maker, and a Le
Petit Robert Dictionnaire de la Langue Française French dictionary, the best I could find.After
months of planning, applying for and getting a student loan, packing, and moving, I was finally
in Paris for a year’s experience as a stagiaire, or apprentice, at a cooking school for English-
speaking students. It sounded like a dream—working all day at the school, taking cooking
classes at night with French chefs, and living in Paris to boot. I was beside myself with
excitement. And fear. I didn’t know a soul. I’d only been to Paris once before, for a short week
when I was barely twenty. I’d studied French for years in school but had never really spoken
it.Already concerned about just how I was going to make the $2,500 loan I’d gotten stretch for
a year, I decided on arrival to take the metro rather than a cab from the airport to the city. That
meant heaving the suitcase up and down stairs, through archaic turnstiles (all of which have
been modernized since to accommodate luggage), in and out of metro cars. It was several very
rough hours before I arrived at the apartment where I was to stay with a young woman who
had just started working at the cooking school and had offered me her spare bedroom. The
apartment was in the ninth arrondissement, not far from Montmartre. I would stay there just
long enough to find a place of my own.No one was at the apartment and I was in a hurry. I
dropped my bags, took a deep breath, and immediately ran back out the door to renegotiate
the metro and report for work.The apprenticeship was set out in six-week stages, the first being
that of school receptionist, which meant sitting behind a desk, answering the phone, greeting
visitors, and dealing with mounds of paperwork. My ideas of a romantic, food-filled year hadn’t
included such stultifying work; the only thing that kept me going was peeking at the cooking
classes going on in the adjacent room and knowing that two nights a week I would join the
other stagiaires for cooking classes.I could hardly wait for the first class. When my workday
was finished and the door to the street locked, I followed the other stagiaires to the kitchen.
They explained the system to me, which sounded too good to be true. There was a list of
perhaps a hundred required recipes to work through during the year, calculated to teach the
basics of classic French cuisine and to prepare us for the year-end exam. All we had to do
before each class was to choose the recipes we wanted to work on, in a certain order that went
from simple to complex. All of the ingredients would be ordered so that on the night of the class



we simply had to run downstairs to the cave, or cellar, where they were kept, and bring them
upstairs. We paired up to work and kept the same partners throughout the year, to the extent
everyone’s staggered schedule would allow.Once I had traded my phone and typewriter for a
chef’s knife and covered my street clothes with a long white apron, I was in heaven. Hours to
cook, good company to cook with, fabulous ingredients. Never had I imagined produce so
gorgeous, so intense in both appearance and flavor. Though my culinary education was
relatively broad—I lived in England and Germany while growing up and had a mother who was
endlessly creative in the kitchen and rarely made the same dish twice—it was not
sophisticated.My personal interest in cooking had come rather late in life. It wasn’t until I was in
my last year of high school when both of my sisters, who seemed to spend hours in the kitchen
baking cookies, were out of the house that I realized I had a passion for cooking. That year and
all through college I cooked whenever I had free time. When I wasn’t cooking I was reading
about it, planning my next meal, designing my next dinner party. After earning a degree in
communications and working at newspapers and in public relations, it dawned on me I could
incorporate food into my professional life, which is what had led me to La Varenne. I wanted to
be a food writer, but first I had to learn how to cook.So here I was in 1980 in a two-hundred-
year-old building in Paris, near the Place des Invalides, basking in the world’s best butter; the
fattest, most pungent pink garlic; spinach whose leaves were so firm and meaty they stood up
on the table instead of lying flat; brown eggs whose yellow yolks tasted as rich as they looked. I
thought I knew good apples, fragrant strawberries, juicy pears. But never had I tasted the likes
of the fraises des bois I had on a tart at La Varenne, and the pears I sniffed made me want to
fold them into cakes, slather them with chocolate, poach them in fragrant herbs and spices.
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did I ever imagine longing so heartily for the French countryside, the French language, the
thousands of things that make French life what it is, from dozens of varieties of bottled water to
the sweet cream butter. There wasn’t any way to know then how deeply and irreversibly
seduced I would be by the markets, the restaurants, the French lifestyle that takes its cue from
the meal and the table. THE SUITCASE WAS BIG, and it was heavy. It had everything I
thought I would need for a year in Paris, including a little wire contraption that worked on 220
current and would boil water instantly, my favorite earthenware Melitta coffee maker, and a Le
Petit Robert Dictionnaire de la Langue Française French dictionary, the best I could find.After
months of planning, applying for and getting a student loan, packing, and moving, I was finally
in Paris for a year’s experience as a stagiaire, or apprentice, at a cooking school for English-
speaking students. It sounded like a dream—working all day at the school, taking cooking
classes at night with French chefs, and living in Paris to boot. I was beside myself with
excitement. And fear. I didn’t know a soul. I’d only been to Paris once before, for a short week
when I was barely twenty. I’d studied French for years in school but had never really spoken
it.Already concerned about just how I was going to make the $2,500 loan I’d gotten stretch for
a year, I decided on arrival to take the metro rather than a cab from the airport to the city. That
meant heaving the suitcase up and down stairs, through archaic turnstiles (all of which have
been modernized since to accommodate luggage), in and out of metro cars. It was several very
rough hours before I arrived at the apartment where I was to stay with a young woman who
had just started working at the cooking school and had offered me her spare bedroom. The
apartment was in the ninth arrondissement, not far from Montmartre. I would stay there just
long enough to find a place of my own.No one was at the apartment and I was in a hurry. I
dropped my bags, took a deep breath, and immediately ran back out the door to renegotiate
the metro and report for work.The apprenticeship was set out in six-week stages, the first being
that of school receptionist, which meant sitting behind a desk, answering the phone, greeting
visitors, and dealing with mounds of paperwork. My ideas of a romantic, food-filled year hadn’t
included such stultifying work; the only thing that kept me going was peeking at the cooking
classes going on in the adjacent room and knowing that two nights a week I would join the
other stagiaires for cooking classes.I could hardly wait for the first class. When my workday
was finished and the door to the street locked, I followed the other stagiaires to the kitchen.
They explained the system to me, which sounded too good to be true. There was a list of
perhaps a hundred required recipes to work through during the year, calculated to teach the
basics of classic French cuisine and to prepare us for the year-end exam. All we had to do
before each class was to choose the recipes we wanted to work on, in a certain order that went
from simple to complex. All of the ingredients would be ordered so that on the night of the class
we simply had to run downstairs to the cave, or cellar, where they were kept, and bring them
upstairs. We paired up to work and kept the same partners throughout the year, to the extent
everyone’s staggered schedule would allow.Once I had traded my phone and typewriter for a
chef’s knife and covered my street clothes with a long white apron, I was in heaven. Hours to
cook, good company to cook with, fabulous ingredients. Never had I imagined produce so
gorgeous, so intense in both appearance and flavor. Though my culinary education was
relatively broad—I lived in England and Germany while growing up and had a mother who was
endlessly creative in the kitchen and rarely made the same dish twice—it was not
sophisticated.My personal interest in cooking had come rather late in life. It wasn’t until I was in
my last year of high school when both of my sisters, who seemed to spend hours in the kitchen
baking cookies, were out of the house that I realized I had a passion for cooking. That year and
all through college I cooked whenever I had free time. When I wasn’t cooking I was reading



about it, planning my next meal, designing my next dinner party. After earning a degree in
communications and working at newspapers and in public relations, it dawned on me I could
incorporate food into my professional life, which is what had led me to La Varenne. I wanted to
be a food writer, but first I had to learn how to cook.So here I was in 1980 in a two-hundred-
year-old building in Paris, near the Place des Invalides, basking in the world’s best butter; the
fattest, most pungent pink garlic; spinach whose leaves were so firm and meaty they stood up
on the table instead of lying flat; brown eggs whose yellow yolks tasted as rich as they looked. I
thought I knew good apples, fragrant strawberries, juicy pears. But never had I tasted the likes
of the fraises des bois I had on a tart at La Varenne, and the pears I sniffed made me want to
fold them into cakes, slather them with chocolate, poach them in fragrant herbs and spices.The
food was so whole. Chickens came with head, feet, and pinfeathers, and so did the pigeons
and quail; the fish looked at me with big, dreamy eyes as I took them from the cooler; the
lettuce still had soil clinging to it.Once my onerous receptionist stint was finished I moved on to
washing dishes at cooking demonstrations, a job I much preferred. At least I was in contact
with food. I lived in a blessed cloud of ecstasy about the food, the flavors, the techniques I was
learning. I jumped at the chance to run errands to the market, the cheese shop, the bakery.
When I wasn’t at La Varenne I took jobs cooking for embassy families, catering bar mitzvahs,
making canapés for special occasions. Anything to be with food. Whenever I could I went to
spend a day at a bakery or pâtisserie, often getting up at 1 A.M. and arriving when the baker
did, so I missed nothing and could still get to work on time.The chefs on duty with us for our
evening classes—all of them terribly handsome in their crisp whites and with their Gallic
attitudes—would yell, scream, cajole, flirt, pinch, and generally try to pummel us into cooks of
some merit. After several hours of cooking we would sit down late in the evening to sample and
critique our creations. I always raced through whatever my required dish or dishes were so that
I could jump ahead and make something else from the list, usually in the dessert category. I
always toyed with these extra recipes, embellishing and transforming them by adding ground
walnuts to a gâteau Breton, for instance, and pâté sablé to a chocolate charlotte. It was more
fun than I could have imagined.Being a stagiaire at La Varenne was a unique experience, not
always easy but invaluable, a sort of boot camp for cooks. All those long days doing the bidding
of the chefs and the hours spent in the basement peeling garlic for a cooking demonstration, or
in the office writing or rewriting something for one of the school’s books that were produced
there, were ideal training for the life of a freelance food writer.I had expected, while doing my
apprenticeship, to travel on weekends. Before arriving in France, I’d joined an organization
called SERVAS, which is set up to further international goodwill by supplying travelers with
names of host families in countries where they want to visit. The idea is that the traveler stays
with the host family free of charge for up to three days and must, in exchange, be willing to
participate in whatever the family is doing, be it harvesting grapes, taking care of children, or
touring the countryside.I looked through my list and found a family that wasn’t too far out of
Paris and called to see if I could come out the following weekend. They were busy but their
daughter, who lived nearby, said a visit would be just fine. Early Saturday morning I climbed on
a train at Gare St-Lazare and was on my way to my first weekend in the French
countryside.When I arrived at the train station in Normandy I was met by a tall, thin, harried-
looking woman who drove me to her large stone house. We entered a huge courtyard with its
sculpted privets and riotous dahlias and I saw the image of all I love in France. Solid and
square with graceful proportions, it was a maison bourgeoise, its façade a parade of tall
windows each hung with a different antique lace curtain. Geraniums and pansies spilled out of
window boxes, an antique bicycle leaned against the wall, the wicker basket on its back fender



overflowing with petunias.She said something to me I didn’t understand, pointed to her three
chubby, gorgeous golden-haired children, and took off in the car. I was alone and the children
immediately started fighting. I searched frantically for words like “be quiet” and “go to your
room,” but of course, nothing came out. I finally yelled “Arrêt.” They stopped, looked at me with
their big, wide eyes, and all started to giggle and point their fingers. I searched in the
cupboards looking for something to give them to eat and found only one box of organic biscuits
(I now remembered that the description of this family included “vegetarian”). What else had it
included, I wondered, as I chased the children through the freezing, massive, stone-floored
house.My hostess finally returned, fed the children, giving each a heaping plate of steaming
noodles with Gruyère cheese, and put them all to bed. They were crying, but she simply shut
their doors and went downstairs. We had a quick lunch of the same pasta, with the most
delicious green salad I’d ever tasted, then she indicated I follow her out to the garden. There
we worked in almost complete silence, carrying wheelbarrow after wheelbarrow of soil, weeds,
and stones from one part of the garden to the other. I was delighted, eking out bits of
conversation as we worked.I learned that the woman, Edith Leroy, who was just a few years
older than I, and Bernard, her husband, had just bought the house. She was by profession a
painter; Bernard had recently started his own company, and they were stretched very thin. The
conversation was slow going. Edith didn’t make eye contact, didn’t talk much, and never smiled.
I was in heaven. I had always heard the French were cold and somewhat austere. I found
Edith’s behavior gratifyingly exotic.We worked for hours, then Edith got the kids, gave them a
snack (those organic biscuits), piled them into the back of her green Deux Chevaux and
indicated I get in beside her. She flew out of the driveway and we careened through the village
and down a winding road to the next town, where she had an errand to run. She left the
children with her parents—older, more austere versions of Edith—and off we went.We ended
up at an herboristerie, or herb store, that smelled like lavender, rosemary, and fresh thyme, and
was so calm and peaceful I wanted to set up camp there. Edith bought bread, organic cookies,
and a cajot, or crate, full of soil-covered carrots, leeks, potatoes, and cabbage, all organic, then
we piled back into the Deux Chevaux, picked up the kids, and careened back home. The kids
were flying around in the backseat screaming and hitting each other, themselves, the car seats.
Edith was perfectly composed. I was a wreck, imagining an accident and a little sturdy ball of a
child hurtling through the windshield. We arrived home safely, however, and the kids piled out
of the car and went to play in the yard. Edith and I went into the house and she began to
prepare dinner. It was about 7 P.M. An hour later her husband, Bernard, a stocky man with fine
brown hair and large brown eyes, arrived. He set down his briefcase, shook my hand, and
offered to give me a tour of the house. He spoke decent English, and we could understand
each other perfectly. It was a huge relief. He showed me the small bathroom off the master
bedroom upstairs with a pastoral mural painted on the walls, Edith’s work. It was lovely, and
freezing. “You may want to take a shower before dinner,” he said, waving to the small bathtub
which had a shower attachment. “I know Americans like to be very clean.” Nothing in the world
would have induced me to bathe—I could barely keep my teeth from clattering.Bernard was
the picture of civility, as calm and warm as Edith was tense and cool. I started to relax and
almost immediately began to understand a bit of French. Edith fed the children and put them to
bed, and sometime later the three of us sat down at a candlelit table in the kitchen next to the
fireplace, the only warm spot in the house. Bernard explained that the house had an old coal
furnace, which Edith had to fill several times a day. Even when full it didn’t offer much comfort.
Some day they would change it.Edith had made a simple meal–carottes râpées, a mound of
sarrasin (buckwheat groats), with a garlicky, lemony vinaigrette and braised leeks, a huge



garden salad, a Camembert so creamy it melted in my mouth. Dessert was an apple clafoutis. I
had felt close to starvation during the afternoon, accustomed as I’d become to my daily La
Varenne snacks of baguette slathered with butter, and the edge of hunger made the meal taste
even more delicious.The following morning everyone rose early. Bernard was vice-mayor of the
village, so he was off to some function. Edith had more plans to work in the garden. The
children took care of themselves. I headed for the wheelbarrow, and together and in silence,
Edith and I worked until lunchtime. We had soft-boiled eggs; I watched the children as they
stuck little sticks of toasted, buttered bread (mouillettes) into their eggs, and did the same. I
easily made my way through two eggs, the most delicious I’d ever tasted. I reveled in the
intensely garlicky, tart salad, had more Camembert slathered on the hearty whole wheat bread
Edith had bought the day before at the health food store, then enjoyed another clafoutis, this
time with pears instead of apples.My train back to Paris was mid-afternoon, and Bernard
arrived home just in time to drive me to the station. I bade Edith good-bye; there was a flicker of
warmth from her, but not much. The kids yelled “au revoir.” At the station Bernard bid me a safe
journey and told me I was welcome to return any time, and if I needed anything all I had to do
was call. He kissed me on each cheek, then was gone.I was completely charmed by the whole
experience. I’d finally gotten the soil of France on my shoes in a beautiful little village, stayed in
a three-hundred-year-old maison bourgeoise, frolicked with (and yelled at) three darling French
children, and been inspired by the simple foods I’d eaten. I was walking on air.On returning to
the school the next day I suddenly found my French much improved; it was finally emerging
from my head. My comprehension was better, and I dared to say a few things. My fellow
stagiaires gaped at me.That was the only weekend trip I took. I was too captivated by my life in
Paris and five-and-a-half-day school week to leave. I lived in a chambre de bonne, or maid’s
room, with a bed so narrow I had to carefully maneuver my body to turn over. My few clothes
hung in a small armoire, and I had a sink and small window that let in a flood of light. I loved it.
My life was whittled down to the essentials. I showered at a friend’s apartment, used the toilet
down the hall, had virtually no housework to do, and the only bills I had were my monthly carte
orange, or metro pass, and the seven hundred French francs (about $175) I paid each month
for my room. I had no phone and didn’t miss it, no kitchen to mess. The biggest problem with
my lodging was its location on the sixth floor, without an elevator, and that was a problem only
when I’d forgotten my pen and notebook upstairs. Usually, I just bought new ones.I
subsequently moved into two other chambres de bonne, each one slightly better equipped. The
best one was in the sixteenth arrondissement above the apartment of the American cultural
ambassador. The size of a small studio, it had an elevator and a washing machine and a
bathroom I shared with one other person. After months of traipsing down a dark hall to the
toilet it was pure luxury to have one at hand and be able to stretch and not touch a wall on
either side. I traded occasional cooking services. Another stagiaire, Roscoe Betsill, my cooking
partner at school and now a food stylist, lived down the hall and together we were expected to
prepare food for dinner parties when the ambassador and his wife entertained. It was a fine
situation except that the ambassador’s wife would call us at the last minute to prepare a meal,
and there was never any food in her house. We learned to bring ingredients home from school
that would otherwise have gone to waste—fresh herbs, for instance—and we had certain
staples on hand. We became expert at making little canapés from canned tuna and fresh
bread that seemed to delight our employers.But a small cloud had formed over my experience.
My French, which I discovered was extremely literary and terribly impractical, wasn’t improving.
I was tongue-tied, and even with the chefs I had to concentrate so hard to catch what they
were saying that I would fall way behind in classes. I desperately wanted to translate a cooking



demonstration for the English-speaking guests, banter with the chefs and the delivery people,
have a conversation with a French person that lasted more than two seconds. As it was, I didn’t
really know any French people besides the chefs, since everyone who worked at the school
came from an English-speaking country. For a while I traded conversation with a Frenchman
who wanted to improve his English. With him I discovered that even though a person is French
and speaks English with a sexy French accent he can be a crushing bore. My most childish
romantic fantasies about Frenchmen were shattered, and my French didn’t progress either.The
month of August, when all of France goes on vacation, approached. The school would close.
Paris was already empty, the weather was stifling, most of the stagiaires had exotic vacations
planned. I was scheduled to work through the month, though there was really nothing to do but
type up recipes. Then one day, Edith called. Bernard had had a terrible accident and would be
laid up for three months in bed, at home. She wanted to paint, and she needed someone to
come out for the month of August to cook and help around the house. The children would go to
day care. Did I know anyone? Without hesitation I said I’d do it, and we made arrangements. I
had to check with the head of the school to see if I could get time off, something I was certain
would be granted. To my surprise she refused. I begged. She relented, though not without
letting me know that she wasn’t happy. Evidently, the typing was more important than I’d
realized. Nonetheless, a week later I was on the train to Normandy.Edith was friendlier this time
when she came to pick me up. She told me right away that she couldn’t believe I had wanted to
return after she’d been so rude. She explained to me that she had been completely exhausted
and that, frankly, she really didn’t feel like welcoming an American who lived in Paris, and didn’t
know why she had said yes when I called. It was several years before I admitted that I had
thought it was perfectly normal.I arrived to find Bernard in a wheelchair surrounded by friends,
drinking chilled hard cider and expounding on something. He’d fallen some 45 feet off a ladder
while pasting up a campaign poster for a friend. Despite the fact that his back and legs were a
mess, his spirits were high, his greeting warm.I joined the circle around him long enough to
drink some cider, then went in to see what I could do for dinner. That evening began one of the
most memorable months of my life. Edith turned out to be funny, filled with energy and up for
anything. I had already glimpsed Bernard and knew he was easygoing; he turned out to be
more than that. Brilliant, always searching to learn, he immediately set up a schedule of daily
French and English lessons with me. Edith and I worked it out that I would cook two meals a
day for the family, and after my first few dinners she began inviting all of their friends, so that
each night there were eight to ten people for dinner. I was in heaven, cooking exactly what I
wanted within a vegetarian diet—which was fine with me, since I had been a vegetarian for
nearly ten years.Edith, who was supposed to be painting each day, instead decided it would be
more fun to show me around, and we roamed the countryside going to brocantes (combination
junk and antique stores) and markets, visiting her friends, nearby Rouen, and pretty villages in
the area. She wanted me to see everything, so each day unfolded with a new
project.Throughout the month, which sped by, I got to know Bernard’s parents, who lived on a
very modest farm, and two of his three brothers. I met each of Edith’s seven brothers and
sisters, all of her friends, many of her numerous other relatives as we traveled here and there,
once as far as Amiens in the north to visit her favorite aunt. I kept urging Edith to paint, to take
advantage of my being there, but she preferred instead to amuse herself taking me places,
proposing long bicycle trips, or sewing. She made all her own and her children’s clothing, and
soon I was wearing her vivid, clever creations, too.The days followed a certain pattern. I would
prepare breakfast, Edith would get her children off to day care, Bernard and I had our English/
French lesson, then the day would speed by while we either ran around the countryside or



stayed home and she sewed while I cooked. In the evenings Edith put the children to bed and I
prepared the evening meal; and she, Bernard, and I, and whoever else had been invited,
usually sat down to dinner somewhere around nine o’clock. I made everything from asparagus
soufflé to peach and yogurt tarts, from Asian tofu soups to layered vegetable terrines to classic
œufs florentine. I discovered that the lady across the street, Madame Dancerne, had a huge
herb garden and raised lettuces, rabbits, and chickens. She became my supermarket, and I got
plenty of good cooking lessons from her in the bargain. Everyone called me Suzanne and I
became something of a novelty.For the first two weeks at Edith and Bernard’s I was physically
present at the dinner table, but the conversation rolled on too rapidly for me to participate, and I
would find myself battling sleep halfway through the meal. No one had any mercy, least of all
Edith, who spoke like a mitraillette, or machine gun. About the middle of the third week I
responded to something someone said. Bernard and Edith looked at me and laughed. “It’s
coming Suzanne, it’s coming,” they said.As the end of my stay approached my spirits drooped.
I had come to love the family and this turbulent, fun life. They, too, were loath to see it end and
offered me a room and the price of a commuter ticket to Paris if I wanted to stay on. I was
tempted, but the train schedule didn’t match my long hours, and besides, I was ready to return
to the city.We said tearful good-byes—I was part of the family by now and couldn’t quite
imagine how their life would proceed without me. Bernard was relatively mobile in his
wheelchair and was now going to the office, which was in the village center within walking
distance. The children would be starting school, so Edith would have some time to work. I
would re-enter my five-and-a-half-day- a-week routine. They made me promise to come visit
often.I was delighted to be back in Paris, in yet another chambre de bonne in the seventeenth
arrondissement just over the border from the chic eighth arrondissement. It was small but had
a tiny balcony. The family who rented it to me were sweet and gave me free use of their
shower. School was beginning anew and it was good to see all the stagiaires, each of whom
had gone in a separate direction for August.I stunned everyone with my French. Now the chefs
couldn’t indulge in rude teasing because I understood them. I was capable of translating and
couldn’t wait to do it. From living with Edith and Bernard I’d picked up a very casual, current
French, so that my repartie was rapid, and I felt perfectly comfortable. I knew I could avoid even
the worst pitfall. And it came my way during my first translation. One of the students asked
about preservatives in food. I turned to the chef to translate, and was just about to ask him
about préservatifs, when I caught myself—a préservatif is a condom; produit chimique is the
term used to describe food additives, and I remembered it just in time!That fall a reporter for
the New York Times who lived in Paris came to speak at La Varenne. She decided later to do a
piece on young Americans who cooked for their living in Paris, and I fell into the category. She
arranged to meet with all of us at a café, and we had a wonderful time. Later she called me to
see if I would like to work for her. Her name was Patricia Wells, and I became her assistant.I
would race to her apartment after work whenever I had a free evening and do whatever job
she’d left for me. My favorite one, and the one she and I still laugh about, was testing a cake
called the marjolaine, a stunningly rich confection of layered hazelnut and almond meringue
with pastry cream and ganache. I would spend the evening making it in Patricia and her
husband Walter’s apartment while they were out to dinner, then leave the finished product on
the kitchen counter before going home to fall into bed. Patricia would taste it, make some
comments, and I’d go back to the drawing board. I think I tested it four times over the course of
a couple of weeks. Finally one day Patricia called me. “These cakes you leave us are gorgeous
—why don’t you ever take a piece for yourself?”It had never occurred to me to do that. I loved
leaving a perfect-looking, perfectly frosted cake in the middle of a clean kitchen. I’d sampled all



the elements as I cooked, so I knew the flavors. And I honestly had no appetite. I’d spent
almost a year eating more food than most people eat in ten years, and when my workday was
done, my appetite was gone.
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Day-to-Day Adventures in the Most Romantic City in the World, Living it up in France: A love of
travel, adventure and good wine, The Only Street in Paris: Life on the Rue des Martyrs, Sweet
Paris: Seasonal Recipes from an American Baker in France

C. Gottlieb, “She's Living My Dream. I savored each chapter in this book not only for the
recipes but for the story and how it progressed from a student year in Paris to the family move
to renovating the house to starting a new life in France. She talks about how culturally the day
to day life in France is so different from living in the USA, challenging yet magical. She writes
about how she adapts to the daily life, the market, the butcher, the conflicts and resolution of
having an adorable centuries old former convent with restriction of the deed and rights of way
established long before the Pilgrims arrived in the New World. Her recipes she shares at the
end of each chapter are not necessarily hers but of the various people in town that she has
befriended. Recipes that are passed down from generations tweaked for modern day
preparation. I loved this book. I also was amazed that her husband did the entire renovation of
this house, saving the aggravation of finding reliable labor and craftsmanship. A true labor of
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love, both of them, he with the house renovation, she with her books and cooking school. She
is living my dream!”

Froggy, “Window into France, its People, and its Food. "On Rue Tatin" is a classic that will
surely still be in print in years to come. It records Loomis' move to the Norman town of Louviers
and her experiences as she learned the ways of the French, and not simply about the cooking
of the French. By turns droll and insightful, this book both entertains and informs. It also
contains some very good recipes. I had ordered the book chiefly for the recipe for Miche's
Apricot Jam--I had found the recipe on line but I wanted to read about it in context. Alas, this
British edition did not contain that recipe. So I checked Amazon again and found that the
American edition of the book is subtitled "The Simple Pleasures of Life in a Small French
Town." If you want the apricot jam recipe, get the American edition. Otherwise, the two books
seem to be identical.”

Sue Christensen, “I LOVED IT. This is a lovely book. Let me tell you where I am coming from.
I'm, let's say, older & live on an island in Washington state, USA. We're 5 1/2 hours from
Hawaii, double that from France. For a somewhat ordinary person my age, Hawaii was a dream
and France, well almost unthinkable. England and France are our nation's grandmothers,
sister cities. A grand heritage in many ways we have from England, but a more delightful one
from France. Susan Loomis has captured all that delight in this little book. She and her
husband bought a 15th century house in a little city in Normandy, restored it, and nicely but
briefly told the story. She is also a mom, there are joyful scenes of this. She is an excellent
cook & includes a few choice recipes. Now, as I understand from a little research, she runs a
cooking school in this place, but I am getting ahead of the book.  Read it and be delighted as I.”

Lee Mellott, “Wonderful, warm read!. Captivated by Peter Mayles descriptive works on
Provence, I was eager for more. Susan Loomis's book did not disappoint. It is a wonderful read
that captures the richness of her life in France.The book begins with Susan arriving in Paris
with little money. She begins an apprenticeship at a cooking school. As the book progresses
Susan shares her immersion into the French culture and cuisine.Eventually she marries,and
she and her husband purchase a rundown house in Normandy with charming potential. Step
by step you walk with Susan as she recounts her experiences making the home a haven for
her family.You experience Susan's delight in her friends and the joy she has relishing the
French cuisine. The love and pride Susan has for her husband and small son emanates from
the pages. When she gave birth to her second child, I was touched by the outpouring of love
from her freinds and felt tears of joy for her!Throughout the book the pleasures of life in
Normandy captivate. And Susan intersperses the text with special recipes such as Braised
Chicken in White Wine and Mustard, Tarte Tatin, and Swiss Chard Frittata.On Rue Tatin is a
wonderful book to curl up with!”

Holly Wade, “Entertaining & Engaging!. Unlike some that have reviewed this book, all I can say
is that it is a wonderful read, very interesting, engaging and well written. Like Peter Mayle, the
author has found a warm and wonderful place in France and relates in detail her pleasant
experinences, as well as a great deal of preferred recipes that she has found great success
with in both her personal and professional cullinary life. There is nothing disappointing about
this book. After just the first chapter, I was hooked and enchanted and ready to read more by
Susan Loomis. A great read, a wonderful and vicarious adventure for any true Francophile or
other armchair reader. Full of fun, great recipes and dozens of reasons to smile, this book is



worth every penny and then some.  Kudos to the author!”

MRS J A THORN, “Good quality. Book arrived in good condition.”

Tipster, “Excellent with incredible recipes. Loved this book and how they restored the old parish
house. Would not be fun trying to get locals to understand that they can’t congregate in your
yard. The recipes are wonderful and I look forward to making many of them. Louviers sounds
like a wonderful village. I too love Normandy and especially Rouen.”

Gibsons girl, “Read this many years ago and loved it. Somehow it left my library and I .... Read
this many years ago and loved it. Somehow it left my library and I had to buy it again. I look
forward to reading it when I am in between good books. Loved her recipes and made the Tarte
Tatin this last Christmas to rave reviews. Looking forward to making it again in the fall when the
apples are again available. I also loved her account of all the renovations and how she got the
people of the small village charmed.”

Joan Fraser, “... one to read with In a French Kitchen and glad I did. I bought this one to read
with In a French Kitchen and glad I did. The book gave valuable insight into the life and career
of Susan Herrmann Loomis the author. Beautiful book with great recipes as well. The recipes
were a joy to make”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Five Stars. Book is great.”

The book by Susan Herrmann Loomis has a rating of 5 out of 4.4. 183 people have provided
feedback.
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